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ABSTRACT

Organizational leadership is the key to the

success and sustainability of the organization.

Sustainability in organizations involves

leadership ability to meet the current needs of all

organizational stakeholders while protecting

their future needs by ensuring the ability to meet

these needs is not compromised. Organizational

leadership sustainability is affected by factors

such as disaster, crisis, and other risks that

threaten its objectives and relationship with

various stakeholders. Thus, to achieve

organizational leadership sustainability (OLS),

the organization must integrate business

continuity management (BCM), risk

management and also crisis, and disaster

management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of leadership in any organization

cannot be overlooked. Organizational leadership

is the key to the success and sustainability of the

organization. The concept of sustainability has

gained additional interest in the business world

with leaders of business entities and organizations

considering the people, gains, and the overall

corporate performance in a long-term view

(Zogjani & Raci, 2015). Such management puts

into consideration aspects related to the

management of the human capital, environment,

and economic management. This article considers

factors such as crisis and disaster, and risks that

impact on organizational leadership sustainability

and points to the need for integration of business

continuity management, risk management and

crisis and disaster management as these issues

pose a major threat to its sustainability (Kamel &

Megahed, 2017).

1.1 Crisis and Disaster Causing Failure of
Organizations

According to Bundy, Pfarrer, Short, and Coombs

(2016), a crisis is any event considered salient,

destructive, unexpected, and one that poses a

threat to goals of an organization by having

serious implications on the organization. Such an

event or occurrence threatens the relationship

between the organization and its stakeholders or

the public but also poses positive effects if well

handled. At the same time, a disaster causes huge

damage to an organization, thus threatening its

OLS. The prevention and handling of crises and

disasters largely contribute to the sustainability of

the organization.

1.2 Organization Leadership Sustainability

Organization leadership Sustainability (OLS)

should not focus only on immediate gains that are

short term but also on long-term gains, which

consider the organization’s role in a large context.

According to Russel Reynolds Associates (2015),

the concept of organizational leadership

sustainability puts into consideration the social,

environmental, and economic performance by

ensuring a long-term relationship is established

between the organization and its stakeholders. A

sustainability leader should recognize that their

actions and those of the organization on others

matter most. OLS protects the welfare of others

and the environment while ensuring the

organization achieves its set profits. 
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1.3 Business Continuity Management (BCM)

BCM involves coming up with a plan that will

enable the organization to cope with tough

occurrences or situations that it faces which will

enable it to continue running with minimal

disruptions. This requires identification and

management of processes that enable the

organization to maintain its main business even

amid disruption (Păunescu, Popescu & Blid, 2018;

Tucker, 2015). It is important in helping the

organization prevent and handle threats that may

arise. BCM framework involves three stages. The

planning and preparation is the stage where

potential risks are identified and response options

considered. The response stage involves

emergency response, crisis management, and

continuity response while the third stage which is

the recovery stage deals with responses that

enable the organization to recover from the risk

(Bakar, Yaacob & Udin, 2015).

1.4 Risk Management (RM)

Organizations face some uncertainties concerning

the future hence the need to be forearmed for any

negative happening that may threaten its vision or

purpose. Risk management is a process that

provides mechanisms for identifying possible

threats and establishing strategies for preventing

and managing the threats to achieve minimal

impact (Schulte & Hallstedt, 2018). A risk

management framework provides the structure

that helps organizations to handle threats and it

involves six main stages which are categorization,

selection, implementation, assessment,

authorization and monitoring stage. Risk

management, thus helps the organization to

prevent risk occurrence and to respond

appropriately when a risk occurs (Wayma, 2019).

1.5 Crisis & Disaster Management (CDM)

CDM is the process of coming up with

mechanisms of handling a destructive unexpected

event that threatens to harm an organization. It is

important in that it helps to protect the

organization, its stakeholders, and the public. The

protective measures involve several activities such

as risk assessment, coming up with a crisis or

disaster management team, actual responses to

the crisis, and recovery-related activities (Marie &

Petra, 2019). This process should start before the

crisis or disaster strikes and end after the crisis is

resolved. A CDM framework, thus considers three

phases, pre-crisis, crisis, and post-crisis phases

(IN-PREP, 2017). 

1.6 BCM as a factor of OLS

A good BCM plan helps the organization to relate

well with its stakeholders and to meet the

long-term expectations, which help it to achieve

OLS. According to Kamel and Megahed (2017),

BMC helps in dealing with threats, risks,

disasters, and crises before their occurrence and

aids in quick recovery from them, which facilitates

the sustainability of the organization, as it is an

integration of resiliency by the organization. BCM

thus helps in planning for any happening that

might threaten the organization at present or in

the future thus enabling OLS.

1.7 RM as a Factor of OLS

The ability of an organization to manage

uncertainties and threats that might affect it helps

to protect the interests of the organization both at

present and in the future. According to Wyma

(2019), failure to manage risks effectively can

result in a major crisis that negatively affects the

OLS. Therefore, Schulte and Hallstedt (2018)

argue that managing risk in a smart way is a

major contributor to sustainability commitment

in an organization. 

1.8 CDM as a Factor of OLS

The success or failure of achieving sustainability

in an organization largely depends on the

management of crises and disasters. Where the

crisis and disaster are not well handled, damage,

or the organization, especially of its reputation,

occurs thus interfering with OLS (Marie & Petra,

2019).

1.9 BCM, RM, and CDM as Factors influencing
OLS

Organizational preparedness to counter and

manage undesirable and unexpected events that
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strike is pivotal in ensuring minimal interruptions

of its operations. In addition, it should lay down

strategies to help deal with the uncertain nature of

the organizational future especially any risk that

might arise. A significant connection has been

established between RM, CDM, BCM, and the

achievement of OLS (Bakar, Yaacob & Udin,

2015).

Framework

II. CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Every organization aims to achieve its set purpose

and vision that can only be achieved where a good

long-term relationship with all its stakeholders

exists. Crises, disasters, and risks pose major

threats to OLS. It is thus important for the

organization to integrate BCM, RM, and CDM in

its plans to help achieve sustainability.
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